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Why do we need
a Learning Achievement Portfolio?

W

ith the help of a Learning Achievement Portfolio, you can gradually
discover your strengths and weaknesses, plan personal and learning
goals, become familiar with various learning techniques, monitor
your personal and intellectual growth and observe your vocational
progress. Using a special European form, you can prepare a CV by using a great
deal of the data collected in your Learning Achievement Portfolio.
Use your portfolio to save your best work, projects, pictures from performances, results from competitions and other activities that reflect your knowledge
and abilities. Try to be as innovative and original as possible when presenting
your achievements. If you enjoy working with a computer, you can save and
present the majority of evidence in electronic format.
You will get the most out of your Learning Achievement Portfolio by completing it yourself; others should merely assist and guide you.
Your Learning Achievement Portfolio should help you find interesting holiday
work, and assist you in your continuing education and professional advancement or in the company of peers, where you can confidently demonstrate your
knowledge and skills.
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LEARNING ACHIEVEMENT PORTFOLIO

Now is not the time to think of what you do not have.
Think of what you can do with what there is.
( Ernest Hemingway)

About Me
I
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ABOUT ME
(Describe yourself, draw yourself or attach a photograph.)

What do I like to do?

What have I always
wanted, but never had
the opportunity to do?

LEARNING ACHIEVEMENT PORTFOLIO

Date:
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WHAT I AM CAPABLE OF ACHIEVING

My strengths:

How I can use them:

My problems:

How I can resolve them:
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SEVEN INTELLIGENCES
and some of their characteristics

INTRAPERSONAL
self-reflection,
inner state of being

VERBAL-LINGUISTIC
phrases, rhymes,
languages
(poet, writer, orator)

INTERPERSONAL
empathy, cooperation
(therapist, teacher,
politician)

BODILY-KINAESTHETICfeeling, body control
(athlete, dancer)

LOGICAL-MATHEMATICAL
reasoning, symbols
(mathematician)

VISUAL-SPATIAL
three-dimensional plans
(architect, navigator,
natural scientist)
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MUSICAL-RHYTHMIC
rhythms, melodies,
compositions
(conductor, musician)
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SELF-ASSESSMENT
OF MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES
Read the statements in the table below.
Mark the box with 1 if statement
applies to you and 0 if it does not.

1.

I like working with objects.

2.

I have a good sense of direction.

3.

I have the natural ability to resolve conflicts between friends.

4.

I can memorise song lyrics with ease.

5.

I have the ability to explain complex topics intelligibly.

6.

I always resolve matters one step at a time.

7.

I know myself well and know why I see myself that way.

8.

I enjoy community and social events.

9.

I learn a great deal from conversations, lectures and by listening to others.

10.

Tables, diagrams and visual aids play an important role in learning.

11.

I enjoy solving riddles, crossword puzzles, logical problems, etc.

12.

Tables, diagrams and visual aids play an important role in learning.

13.

I am sensitive to the mood and feelings of the people around me.

14.

I learn the most when I do something myself.

15.

Something must make sense to me before I have the desire to learn it.

16.

I enjoy privacy and quiet when I work and think.

17.

I can distinguish between specific instruments in complex musical pieces.

18.

I can easily visualise scenes that I have memorised or created.

19.

I have a well-developed vocabulary and use it.

20.

I like to write to myself notes and find this helpful.

21.

I have a good sense of balance and like to move around.

22.

I can distinguish between patterns and relationships between experiences and objects.

23.

I like working in groups and respect what others think.

24.

I like to observe and often see things others do not.

25.

I become agitated quickly.

26.

I prefer to work and learn alone than in a group.

27.

I like to sing or play a musical instrument.

28.

I enjoy calculating and proficiently solve mathematical problems.
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SELF-ASSESSMENT OF MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES
Scoring of statements
Enter your results from the previous table in the table below by entering 1 or 0 next to the number of the corresponding statement.
INTELLIGENCE

STATE
MENT

POINTS

STATE
MENT

POINTS

STATE
MENT

POINTS

STATE
MENT

Verbal-linguistic

5.

9.

19.

20.

Logical-mathematical

6.

11.

22.

28.

Visual-spatial

2.

12.

18.

24.

Musical-rhythmic

4.

10.

17.

27.

Interpersonal

3.

8.

13.

23.

Intrapersonal

7.

15.

16.

26.

Bodily-kinaesthetic

1.

14.

21.

25.

POINTS

TOTAL POINTS

Sum the points for each intelligence and enter the results in the RING OF MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES.
Colour the corresponding portion of the ring to get a visual illustration of the balance of various intelligences:

Intrapersonal

Verbal-linguistic

Interpersonal

Logical-mathematical

Bodily-kinaesthetic

Musical-rhythmic
Visual-spatial
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LEARNING TECHNIQUES
Points:

I.

5 – almost always
4 – frequently
3 – sometimes
2 – rarely
1 – almost never

Enter the corresponding number that
best describes your learning technique.

POINTS S T A T E M E N T

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

I understand something easier if I talk about it with others.
I pay particularly close attention to the teacher’s face during class.
I use colours, such as markers, highlighters and coloured pencils when taking notes and
reading study material.
Good ideas come to my mind whenever I’m physically active.
I prefer oral instructions to written instructions.
I prefer listening to text on a cassette to reading.
I prefer an illustrative map to a verbal description of the path I must take.
I do better on oral tests than on written tests.
I do not like to sit at a desk when I learn; I prefer to choose different places (e.g. the floor, bed, etc.)
I take notes that are somewhat disorganised.
I am able to read and understand maps, tables, graphs, etc. with ease.
I cannot sit still for long periods.
I like to do things with my hands.
The radio bothers me when I’m doing something.
I like to take a lot of breaks when I learn.
I use body language (e.g. movements) when I communicate.
I have difficulty imaging unfamiliar things, phenomena and devices.
I prefer to begin making something immediately than listening to instructions on how to do it first.
I enjoy telling jokes and remember them easily.
I take a lot of notes when I read or listen to an explanation.
I frequently scribble on paper or a seat when listening to an explanation.
I have no difficulty following what the teacher says, even if I don’t look at him or her when
something is explained verbally.
I enjoy creating models from which I learn.
When taking a test, I can easily picture the page in my notebook or book with the subject
matter I have learned.
I enjoy doing project exercises, such as writing essays, summaries and abstracts.
I like to talk while I write.
I “hear” the words in my mind when I read.
I remember better if I write things down.
I remember people’s words better than their outward appearance.
It helps to create an image in my mind if I want to remember something, such as a person’s
telephone number.
I remember a subject better if I learn loud.
>>>
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32. I can picture in my mind what I read and hear.
33. I prefer reading alone to someone reading to me.

II.
Enter your points and sum them to find out what type of student you are.

VISUAL TYPE

2.
3.
7.
11.
14.
20.
24.
28.
30.
32.
33.
Total
points:

BODILY-KINAESTHETIC TYPE

4.
9.
10.
12.
13.
15.
16.
18.
21.
23.
25.
Total
points:

LISTENING TYPE

1.
5.
6.
8.
17.
19.
22.
26.
27.
29.
31.
Total
points:

Interpretation of results
The highest total of points tells you what your strongest learning technique is,
while the lowest total of points tells you what your weakest learning technique is.
There is no correct or perfect learning technique: every one of us displays a
combination of all three learning techniques, although one technique is predominant in the majority of people. A point total exceeding 40 indicates that
a learning technique is particularly strong, while a total of less than 20 means
that the learning technique is quite weak.
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I LIKE - I DON’T LIKE

I don’t like ...

I enjoy ...

I get bored by ...

I’m proud of ...
I’m interested in...

I wish I was more ...
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I wish I was less ...
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WHO CAN HELP ME LEARN?
(friends, family, classmates)

me
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MY FIRST IMPRESSIONS, FEELINGS AND EXPECTATIONS

School

Teachers

Classmates
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PRAISE
Praise and recognition help us feel good and satisfied with ourselves.
Think about it and write down how you feel when others say you are good or
smart, or praise you for a job well done. You receive praise from parents, teachers, classmates, friends, etc.
What type of
praise do I receive?

How do
I accept praise?

What do others
appreciate about me?

What do I appreciate
about others?
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WHAT NICE THINGS DO OTHERS SAY ABOUT ME?
(Students describe one good trait about each other.)

(name and surname)
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MY INDEPENDENCE
Some of us have been taking care of ourselves, and preparing our own food and
clothes for a long time; we independently take care of our family and school obligations. If we can take care of ourselves, we are not dependent on others. Thus,
being independent helps make us more self-confident.
Things I take care
of myself:

Examples of
my independence
and responsible behaviour:

What in particular
pleases me about
my independence?

What don’t I like about
my independence?
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REFLECTION AT THE END OF THE SCHOOL YEAR
Describe in a few sentences how you feel now at the end of the school year about
the goals you set for yourself at the beginning of the school year. Also write down
whether your expectations regarding your education during this school year were
met or not. Give it a little thought, and you are certain to come up with a few
things about which you will be justifiably proud.
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EUROPASS CV
The Europass CV is a Europe-wide agreed form for preparing a personal CV that
can be used by an individual to present his or her knowledge and competences
to a potential employer. It is a useful tool to present an individual. It is used in
Slovenia and abroad, is available in 26 languages and includes the European
language proficiency scale.

Europass CV
PERSONAL INFORMATION
Name and surname
Address
Telephone
E-mail
Nationality
Date of birth
Gender

Desired employment/
Occupational field
WORK EXPERIENCE
Dates
Occupation or position held
Main activities and responsibilities
Name and address of employer
Type of business or sector
Dates
Occupation or position held
Main activities and responsibilities
Name and address of employer
Type of business or sector
Dates
Occupation or position held
Main activities and responsibilities
Name and address of employer
Type of business or sector
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EUROPASS CV
EDUCATION AND TRAINING
Dates
Title of qualification awarded
Principal subjects/
occupational skills covered
Name and type of organisation providing
education and training
Level in national and international
classification
Dates
Title of qualification awarded
Principal subjects/occupational skills
covered
Name and type of organisation providing
education and training
Level in national and international
classification

PERSONAL SKILLS AND
COMPETENCES
Mother tongue(s)
Other language(s)
Self-assessment
European level(*)

Understanding
Listening

Reading

Speaking
Spoken interaction

Spoken production

language
language
(*) Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEF)

Social skills and competences
Organisational skills and competences
Technical skills and competences
Computer skills and competences
Artistic skills and competences
Other skills and competences
Driving licence
Additional information
Enclosures
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SELF-ASSESSMENT GRID
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I can communicate in simple
and routine tasks requiring a
simple and direct exchange of
information on familiar topics
and activities. I can handle
very short social exchanges,
even though I can’t usually
understand enough to keep the
conversation going myself.

I can use a series of phrases and
sentences to describe in simple
terms my
family and other people, living
conditions, my educational
background and my present or
most recent job.

I can interact in a simple way,
provided the other person is
prepared to repeat or rephrase
things at a slower rate of speech
and help me formulate what
I’m trying to say. I can ask and
answer
simple questions in areas of
immediate need or on very
familiar topics.

I can use phrases and sentences
to describe where I live and
people I know.

I can write short, simple notes
and messages relating to
immediate needs. I can write a
very simple personal letter, for
example thanking someone for
something.

I can read very short, simple
texts. I can find specific,
predictable information in
simple everyday material such as
advertisements, prospectuses,
menus and timetable, and I
can understand short simple
personal letters.

I can understand familiar names,
words and very simple sentences,
for example on notices and
posters or in catalogues.

I can write a short simple
postcard, for example
sending holiday greetings. I
can fill in forms with personal
details, for example entering my
name, nationality and address on
a hotel registration form.

I understand phrases
and the highest frequency
vocabulary related to areas
of most immediate personal
relevance (e.g. very basic
personal and family information,
shopping, local area,,
employment). I can catch the
main point in short clear, simple
messages and announcements.

A2

I can understand familiar
words and very basic phrases
concerning myself, my family and
immediate surroundings
when people speak slowly and
clearly.

A1

I can write simple connected
text on topics which are familiar
or of personal interest. I can
write personal letters describing
experiences and impressions.

I can connect phrases in a
simple way in order to describe
experiences and
events, my dreams hopes and
ambitions. I can briefly give
reasons and explanations for
opinions and plans. I can narrate
a story or relate the plot of a
book or film and describe my
reactions.

I can deal with most situations
likely to arise whilst travelling
in an area where the language is
spoken. I can enter
unprepared into conversation
on topics that are familiar, of
personal interest or pertinent
to everyday life (e.g. family,
hobbies, work, travel and current
events).

I can understand texts that
consist mainly of high frequency
everyday or job-related
language. I can understand the
description of events, feelings
and wishes in personal letters.

I can understand the main
points of clear standard speech
on familiar matters regularly
encountered in work, school,
leisure, etc. I can understand
the main point of many radio
or TV programmes on current
affairs or topics of personal or
professional interest when the
delivery is relatively slow and
clear.

B1

I can write clear, detailed text on
a wide range of subjects related
to my interests. I can write an
essay or report, passing on
information or giving reasons in
support of or against a particular
point of view. I can write letters
highlighting the personal
significance of events and
experiences.

I can present clear, detailed
descriptions on a wide range of
subjects related to my field of
interest. I can explain
a viewpoint on a topical issue
giving the advantages and
disadvantages of various
opinions.

I can interact with a degree of
fluency and spontaneity that
makes regular interaction with
native speakers quite possible.
I can take an active part in
discussion in familiar contexts,
accounting for and sustaining
my views.

I can read articles and reports
concerned with contemporary
problems in which the writers
adopt particular attitudes or
viewpoints. I can understand
contemporary literary prose.

I can understand extended
speech and lectures and follow
even complex lines of argument
provided the topic is reasonably
familiar. I can understand most
TV news and current affairs
programmes. I can understand
the majority of films in standard
dialect.

B2

I can express myself in clear,
well-structured text, expressing
points of view at some length. I
can write about complex subjects
in a letter, an essay or a
report, underlining what I
consider to be salient issues. I
can select a style
appropriate to the reader in
mind.

I can present clear, detailed
descriptions of complex subjects
integrating sub-themes,
developing
particular points and rounding
off with an appropriate
conclusion.

I can express myself fluently
and spontaneously without
much obvious searching for
expressions. I can use language
flexibly and effectively for social
and professional
purposes. I can formulate ideas
and opinions with precision and
relate my contribution skilfully to
those of other speakers.

I can understand long and
complex factual and literary
texts, appreciating distinctions
of style. I can understand
specialised articles and longer
technical instructions, even when
they do not relate to my field.

I can understand extended
speech even when it is not
clearly structured and when
relationships are only implied
and not signalled explicitly.
I can understand television
programmes and films without
too much effort.

C1

I can write clear, smoothly flowing
text in an appropriate style. I can
write complex letters, reports or
articles which present a case with
an effective logical structure
which helps the recipient notice
and remember significant points.
I can write summaries and reviews
of professional or literary works.

I can present a clear, smoothly
flowing description or argument
in a style appropriate to the
context with an effective logical
structure which helps the
recipient to notice and remember
significant points.

I can take part effortlessly in
any conversation or discussion
and have a good familiarity
with idiomatic expressions and
colloquialisms. I can express
myself fluently and convey finer
shades of meaning precisely.
If I do have a problem I can
backtrack and restructure around
the difficulty so smoothly that
other people are hardly aware
of it.

I can read with ease virtually all
forms of the written language,
including abstract, structurally
or linguistically
complex texts such as manuals,
specialised articles and literary
works.

I have no difficulty in
understanding any kind of
spoken language, whether live or
broadcast, even when delivered
at fast native speed, provided.
I have some time to get familiar
with the accent.

C2

If you have a goal, you will find a way.
(African proverb)

My goals
II
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ABOUT MY EDUCATION AND CAREER PATH
Educational programmes I am attending:

At the end of my schooling, I will receive the following qualification or title:

Maybe my career path
will turn elsewhere…

LEARNING
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PLANNING GOALS for the school year:

My goals...
Write down as many
goals as you would like
to achieve this school
year.

How I will achieve my goals...
How will you achieve your
established goals?
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ACHIEVING GOALS
We achieve major goals by first achieving many minor goals.
The major goal
I would like to achieve
this school year is:

Several minor goals that
will help me achieve my
major goal:

What can I do already today?

Small steps I can take to
achieve my goal easier:

What will I do this week?

What will I do this month?
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ACHIEVING GOALS DURING AN ASSESSMENT PERIOD
1.
I have already realised
the following plans:

2.
What didn’t I realise?

3.
Why?

LEARNING
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ACHIEVING GOALS DURING AN ASSESSMENT PERIOD

4.
What can I be proud of
during this period?
What have I done well?

5.
My plans for the next
assessment period:

6.
My message to the form
teacher and faculty:

LEARNING
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HOW THIS SCHOOL YEAR PASSED

1.
I am satisfied with my work:

yes

partly

no

2.
I achieved my
established goals:

yes

partly

no

3.
I am satisfied
with my success:

yes

partly

no

(Circle the answer that
best describes your
feelings.)

4.
My feelings
during this school year:

5.
What was missing for me
during this school year?
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HOW THIS SCHOOL YEAR PASSED

6.
What subject do I have
the most difficulties
with and why?

7.
Which professors do I like?

8.
What I do not like
about my teachers?

9.
My message to the form
teacher at the conclusion
of the school year:

10.
My suggestions for the
form teacher for the
next school year:
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MY OCCUPATIONAL GOALS
Complete the drawing of your face,
write your name
and fill in the text clouds.

I would like to become ...

I would like to achieve ...

I would like to know ...
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WHERE I FIRST HEARD ABOUT MY FUTURE OCCUPATION

Here you can find
a questionnaire to make
you think about how you
first heard about your
future occupation. Read
each question carefully,
think about it
and answer
appropriately or select
the statement that
applies to you.

1.
Did you know about the occupation for which you are studying before you began
your education?
Yes. (Explain.)				
No.
2.
Where did you hear about this occupation?
This occupation is practiced traditionally in my family.
It was presented to me in primary school.
I learned about it through the media.
It was presented to me by a friend.
I see it every day.
Other: 								
3.
Are your occupational wishes in line with the expectations and wishes of your
family?
Yes.
No.
4.
Who expressed the strongest desire for you to pursue the occupation for which
you are being educated?
Me myself.
My parents.
Others: 									
5.
In your opinion, how important is education? 				
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MY OCCUPATIONAL WISHES

Here you can find
a questionnaire
with which you can express
your occupational wishes.
Read each question carefully, think about it and
answer appropriately
or select the statement
that applies to you.
			
		
			
				
				
			

1.
Are you satisfied with the chosen occupation for which you are being educated?
I don’t know yet.
I am not satisfied with my chosen occupation.
I am partially satisfied with my chosen occupation.
I have chosen the right occupation.
I am happy and satisfied with the work in my chosen occupation.
2.
In which activities would you like to be more efficient in order to achieve better results?
Regular attendance at classes.
Greater concentration in class.
Additional learning at home.
Additional sporting activities.
Greater persistence.
I am sufficiently successful in all of the aforementioned activities.
Other:								
3.
I require the teacher’s support in planning my career path.
Yes.
No.
4.
Success in learning is important for practicing an occupation well.
Yes.
No.
5.
List at least three personal traits that in your opinion are important for your education in the occupation you wish to practice.

LEARNING
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6.
Which of your traits you think you need to work on in order to get the
occupation you are interested in?						
										
					
			
7.
Where would you like to be employed when you complete your schooling?
At a small company.
At a large company.
I will become a sole proprietor.
I will continue my schooling and not find a job immediately.
Elsewhere: 								
		
8.
Have you ever though about becoming a sole proprietor?
No, because ...
-

I am not interested.

-

I wouldn’t dare choose that path.

-

Other: 									

Yes, because ...
-

I find working in that way interested.

-

I want to work independently.

-

Other:

9.
Which functions do you most wish to perform during your professional career?

Signature:
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MY PROFESSIONAL CAREER
Write down your thoughts regarding
your professional career.

At the start of schooling

During schooling

At the end of schooling

Date:
Date:
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We don’t learn for school; we learn for life.
(Lucij Anej Seneka)

My lifelong learning
III
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WHAT AWAITS ME DURING THIS SCHOOL YEAR

SYLLABUS OF THE
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME:

for
DESIGNATION

PROGRAMME UNIT

grade during the school year

TEACHER’S NAME AND SURNAME

MANDATORY/
OPTIONAL

General education subjects

Technical modules

Open curriculum

Practical on-the-job training

Extracurricular activities
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/
NO. OF
HOURS

DESIRED ACTUAL
GRADE
GRADE
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KEY EUROPEAN COMPETENCES FOR LIFELONG LEARNING
You live in a time when the things around you are changing more rapidly that
at other time in the history of mankind. You cannot avoid this fact. In order to
adjust to new conditions, you must constantly monitor developments around
you. You can only accomplish this by learning throughout your entire life.
Presented below are the most important abilities, known as key competences,
that all of us need for successful lifelong learning. They are:

communication in the mother tongue,
communication in foreign languages,
mathematical competences and basic competences in science and technology,
digital competence,
learning to learn,
social and civic competences,
sense of initiative and entrepreneurship,
cultural awareness and expression.
In this section, you will be gradually acquainted with each individual key competence. Think about where and to what extent you acquire individual competences and about the basic skills required for lifelong learning. After a brief
description of an individual key competence, there is a questionnaire that will
assist you in learning how to develop that competence.
When you are done, enter your results in the ring according to the instructions,
and think about which key competence you excel in and which competence
requires a little more effort on you part.
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COMMUNICATION IN THE MOTHER TONGUE
Good words
are worth much,
and cost little.
(George Herbert)

This competence allows us to express and interpret facts, concepts, thoughts,
feelings and opinions in the mother tongue in various situations (e.g. at school,
work, home or in leisure activities). We can express ourselves in writing (reading and writing) or orally (listening and speaking). To accomplish this, we must
master vocabulary, know the functional grammar, understand different types of
texts, and know how to look for, collect and process information acquired.
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Use the number of shaded circles
to indicate to what extent an individual method applies to you:

How do I acquire this key competence for lifelong learning
COMMUNICATION IN THE MOTHER TONGUE?
Lessons in the mother tongue at school
Reading of literary works in the mother tongue
Correspondence using the Internet
Attending cultural events (theatre performances, celebrations, recitals, etc.)
Reading a daily newspaper
Cultural days in the scope of extracurricular activities
Watching selected cultural-artistic TV programmes
Composition and presentation of written works (papers, seminar papers, reports, etc.)
Keeping a diary, writing poems, etc.
Discussions with friends
Other:

Number of coloured circles:
1.
Enter your results in the ring of eight key competences by colouring the appropriate number of fields in section that relates to this key competence (1 field = 10
circles).
2.
Describe in greater detail those two methods for acquiring this key competence
for which you coloured the most circles.
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COMMUNICATION IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Where there’s a will,
there’s a way.
(English proverb)

Similar to communication in the mother tongue, this competence stimulates
us to listen, speak, read and write in a selected foreign language. This means
we are able to understand spoken and written messages, and actively write and
speak a foreign language.
Each individual must know how to use linguistic aids and informally learn languages as part of lifelong learning.
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Use the number of shaded circles
to indicate to what extent an
individual method applies to you:

How do I acquire this key competence for lifelong learning
COMMUNICATION IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES?
Foreign language lessons at school
Reading of literary works in a foreign language
Correspondence in a foreign language using the Internet
Foreign language courses
Reading foreign-language magazines or newspapers
Extracurricular activities (participation in international projects, foreign language clubs, etc.)
Watching foreign-language films and TV programmes
Technical lectures in a foreign language
Composition and presentation of written works in a foreign language (papers, seminar
papers, reports, etc.)
Travel abroad

Number of coloured circles:
1.
Enter your results in the ring of eight key competences by colouring the appropriate number of fields in section that relates to this key competence (1 field = 10
circles).
2.
Describe in greater detail those two methods for acquiring this key competence
for which you coloured the most circles.
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MATHEMATICAL COMPETENCE
AND BASIC COMPETENCES IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
There is a small piece of
the universe that you can
change: that piece is you.
(Gabriel Honoré Marcel)

Mathematical competence is the everyday ability to think logically (using
formulas, tables and graphs) and to think spatially (using models and constructs). For this, we must have a sound knowledge of numbers, units of measure and mathematical concepts.
Basic competences in science and technology help us understand and explain
natural events and events in the world around us. When we understand basic
scientific achievements, the principles of the natural world and technological
processes, we can also understand many of the changes that have occurred
due to the activities of mankind. All of this stimulates us to take a responsible
approach to nature.
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How do I acquire this key competence for lifelong learning MATHEMATICAL
COMPETENCE AND BASIC COMPETENCES IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY?

Use the number of shaded circles
to indicate to what extent an
individual method applies to you:

Mathematics and natural science classes at school
Watching selected science and technology TV programmes
Searching for information using the Internet
Visiting museums (natural science, technical, houses of experiments, etc.)
Reading of technical magazines or newspapers
Extracurricular activities (excursions, natural science-mathematic clubs, etc.)
Playing chess or similar thought-provoking board games
Technical lectures from the field of science and technology
Composition of written works (papers, seminar papers, reports, etc.)
Solving of brainteasers/puzzles (sudoku, crossword puzzles, etc.)
Other:

Number of coloured circles:
1.
Enter your results in the ring of eight key competences by colouring the appropriate number of fields in section that relates to this key competence (1 field = 10
circles).
2.
Describe in greater detail those two methods for acquiring this key competence
for which you coloured the most circles.
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DIGITAL COMPETENCE

You can expect that what is on the table today
and took up the whole room yesterday will be on
your wrist tomorrow.
(Nicholas Negroponte)

This competence requires the knowledge and understanding of information
technology in everyday life (school, work and personal life), including word
processing, creating tables and spreadsheets, and the electronic collection,
storage and use of data. It also allows us to communicate via electronic media,
and to understand the numerous possible uses and potential risks of the Internet, such as (in)validity and (un)reliability.
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Use the number of shaded circles
to indicate to what extent an
individual method applies to you:

How do I acquire this key competence for lifelong learning
DIGITAL COMPETENCE?
IT classes at school
Internet-related activities
Electronic ordering of tickets or reservations for various events
Monitoring of the daily news on the Internet
Membership in clubs that use digital technology
Visits to IT fairs
Computer work
Computer courses
Composition of written works (papers, seminar papers, reports, etc.)
Exchange of experiences regarding computers and programmes with friends
Other:

Number of coloured circles:
1.
Enter your results in the ring of eight key competences by colouring the appropriate number of fields in section that relates to this key competence (1 field = 10
circles).
2.
Describe in greater detail those two methods for acquiring this key competence
for which you coloured the most circles.
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LEARNING TO LEARN
Some things you can’t do
until you learn how to do them;
other things you can’t learn
until you do them.
(Armenian proverb)

Learning to learn is the ability/competence to learn and persist in learning,
either individually or in a group. Learning must be planned, both in terms of
content and time. Learning to learn requires us to recognise those learning
techniques that are most appropriate for us. Learning to learn requires the
constant identification of the strengths and weaknesses in our skills and qualifications.
Good learning results can only be expected if we focus on a realistic and achievable goal, if we know how to seek advice and clarifications regarding a subject
and if we have a positive attitude to leaning. A positive attitude to learning is
primarily reflected in our constant craving for knowledge and a desire to learn
that remains present throughout our life.
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Use the number of shaded circles
to indicate to what extent an
individual method applies to you:

How do I acquire this key competence for lifelong learning
LEARNING TO LEARN?
Learning with the help of mind mapping or other learning techniques
Watching selected TV programmes
Searching for information and knowledge using the Internet
Gaining knowledge via print media
Extracurricular activities – clubs
Class time – counselling
Technical lectures (e.g. by a teacher) on the subject of learning techniques
Composition and presentation of written works (papers, seminar papers, reports, etc.)
Discussions at home
Instructional assistance
Other:

Number of coloured circles:
1.
Enter your results in the ring of eight key competences by colouring the appropriate number of fields in section that relates to this key competence (1 field = 10
circles).
2.
Describe in greater detail those two methods for acquiring this key competence
for which you coloured the most circles.
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SOCIAL AND CIVIC COMPETENCE
The true civilisation is
whereevery man gives to every other
every right that he claims for himself.
(Robert Green Ingersoll)

Social competence is primarily aimed at ensuring and maintaining the physical and mental health of every individual, as this is the basis for personal and
social well-being. In addition to health, the normal functioning of society also
requires the nurturing of interpersonal relationships and the understanding
of codes of conduct and manners accepted in different societies and environments (e.g. at school, at work, in local communities and religious organisations, in individual countries, etc.).
Civic competence is based on knowledge of the concepts of democracy, equality, justice, citizenship, civil rights and obligations, which are all set out in the
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union. This forms the foundation for a positive attitude to other ethnic groups or other philosophical or
religious groups. This competence strengthens our sense of belonging to the
local community, country and the European Union, and facilitates our understanding of democratic decision-making at all levels, in particular through
elections.
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Use the number of shaded circles
to indicate to what extent an individual method applies to you:

How do I acquire this key competence for lifelong learning
SOCIAL AND CIVIC COMPETENCE?
Social science classes
Watching informative TV programmes
Searching for information using the Internet
Watching films or cultural performances (e.g. theatre) with socio-critical content
Reading a daily newspaper
Extracurricular activities (journalistic clubs)
Reading technical literature and literary works
Technical lectures on the subjects of non-violent communication and social dialogue
Composition and presentation of written works (papers, seminar papers, reports, etc.)
Networking with new acquaintances on travels
Other:
Number of coloured circles:

1.
Enter your results in the ring of eight key competences by colouring the appropriate number of fields in section that relates to this key competence (1 field = 10
circles).
2.
Describe in greater detail those two methods for acquiring this key competence
for which you coloured the most circles.
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SENSE OF INITIATIVE AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Do not fear going forward slowly;
fear only to stand still.
(Chinese proverb)

This competence allows us to turn ideas into action. The conditions for this
are knowledge, creativity, innovation and the ability to plan and manage projects. We must know how to recognise the right opportunities for personal,
professional and business activities. We must be guided by honesty and social
responsibility in these activities and decisions.
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Use the number of shaded circles
to indicate to what extent an individual method applies to you:

How do I acquire this key competence for lifelong learning
SENSE OF INITIATIVE AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP?
Drafting of learning/activity plans for a period of one month
Watching TV programmes on the subjects of innovation, entrepreneurship and success
Shopping using the Internet
Classes on entrepreneurship, the functioning of the economy, etc.
Organising extracurricular activities (both at and outside of school)
Planning schedules for extracurricular activities, such as physical exercise
Practical courses or practical on-the-job training
Composition of works that are the result of project work
Independent preparation and organisation of extended travels
Organising parties for friends
Other:
Number of coloured circles:

1.
Enter your results in the ring of eight key competences by colouring the appropriate number of fields in section that relates to this key competence (1 field = 10
circles).
2.
Describe in greater detail those two methods for acquiring this key competence
for which you coloured the most circles.
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CULTURAL AWARENESS AND EXPRESSION
Without culture,
and the relative freedom it implies,
society, even when perfect,
is but a jungle.
(Albert Camus)

This competence acquaints us with the importance of art, aesthetics and culture in every day life on the one hand, and with the awareness of local, national and European cultural heritage and its place in the world on the other.
All of this is found in music, literature and the performing arts, and is also
reflected as the creative expression of opinions, emotions and experiences in
various media.
If we appreciate our own cultural heritage, we can open ourselves to cultural
diversity in Europe and other regions of the world, respect it and strive to preserve it to the best of our ability.
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How do I acquire this key competence for lifelong learning
CULTURAL AWARENESS AND EXPRESSION?

Use the number of shaded circles
to indicate to what extent an individual method applies to you:

Courses on the arts
Watching cultural-educational TV programmes
Searching for information regarding cultural events using the Internet
Attending cultural events (theatre performances, celebrations, recitals, etc.)
Extracurricular activities (clubs, excursions, etc.)
Viewing exhibitions
Reading specialised articles regarding cultural heritage
Enrolling in music school, theatre or folklore groups, choirs, etc.
Technical lectures from the field of culture and art
Composition of written works (papers, seminar papers, reports, etc.)
Other:
Number of coloured circles:
1.
Enter your results in the ring of eight key competences by colouring the appropriate number of fields in section that relates to this key competence (1 field = 10
circles).
2.
Describe in greater detail those two methods for acquiring this key competence
for which you coloured the most circles.
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RING OF EIGHT KEY COMPETENCES
The ring is divided into eight parts. Each part represents one key competence
of lifelong learning and is further divided into eight fields. Each field represents 10 circles from the previous questionnaires.
Your task:
I.
Count the shaded circles for an individual key competence, and colour/shade the
appropriate number of fields in the corresponding part of the ring of eight key
competences.
(Don’t forget: 1 field = 10 circles.)
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RING OF EIGHT KEY COMPETENCES
II.
Examine your completed ring of eight competences closely, and write down those
three key competences of lifelong learning for which you coloured/shaded the most
fields.

My key competences that are well developed ...

Are you surprised by the result? Did you expect this result? Describe your thoughts
in the space below:

III.
Similar to above, write down the three key competences for which you coloured/
shaded the fewest fields in the ring of eight key competences.

My key competences that are least developed ...

IV.
Think about it and describe how you can improve the situation, and thus create
your own educational path and progress as much as possible in life. After all, your
personal progress is of the utmost importance.
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IDENTIFYING VOCATIONAL COMPETENCES
Vocational competences are the knowledge, abilities and skills an individual must posses if he or she wants to practice a specific occupation successfully.
List as many qualifications, skills and competences as possible that are important for the occupation for which you are being educated.
VOCATIONAL COMPETENCES for the occupation
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MOST IMPORTANT VOCATIONAL COMPETENCES
List five vocational competences that are characteristic of the occupation for
which you are being educated.
Assess to what extent you already master these five competences, by evaluating
your qualifications on a scale of 1 to 5.

VOCATIONAL COMPETENCE
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My reflection – explanation
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WEAKEST VOCATIONAL COMPETENCE

My weakest vocational competence is ...

How (at or outside of school)
can I improve this vocational
competence?

How can my teachers
help me in this regard?

What is lacking in my
vocational education?
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LEVEL OF VOCATIONAL COMPETENCES ACHIEVED
Example 1

In

. grade, I acquired the following knowledge (vocational competences):

In the right-hand column indicate to what extent you have acquired a specific competence.
VOCATIONAL COMPETENCE
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To what extent have I acquired this competence?
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LEVEL OF VOCATIONAL COMPETENCES ACHIEVED
Example 2

Mark the current level of your vocational competences on the pyramid by colouring the corresponding level.

(vocational competence)

(vocational competence)

(vocational competence)

(vocational competence)

(vocational competence)

(vocational competence)

>>>
(vocational competence)
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(vocational competence)

(vocational competence)

(vocational competence)

(vocational competence)

(vocational competence)

(vocational competence)

(vocational competence)

(vocational competence)
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INFORMALLY OBTAINED VOCATIONAL COMPETENCES
Write the five most important vocational competences in the circle below. Using
a mind map, present all possible ways and activities to develop your vocational
competences.

Most important vocational competences:
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Knowledge is power.
(Francis Bacon)

My achievements
IV
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MY KNOWLEDGE GAINED IN SCHOOL

Control exercises, classroom exercises, testing of knowledge,
papers, project exercises, seminar papers,
articles published in the school newspaper or elsewhere,
certificates of participation in general and technical knowledge contests,
certificates of practical training,
certificates of participation in national and international projects,
certificates of achievements from general and technical knowledge compe
titions, posters, works, event management (pictures),
leading of student organisations, student government, debate clubs, etc.;
scholastic praise and recognition of success, conduct, attendance and assisting
classmates;
reports, opinions and praise from teachers, classmates and other educators;
certificates regarding additional vocational modules,
certificates of participation in clubs, etc.
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MY KNOWLEDGE GAINED OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL

Certificates from sports associations and other societies and institutions
from the local community,
certificates of attendance at various camps,
certificates of attendance at summer language schools ,
certificates of attendance at foreign language, skydiving, sailing 		
courses, etc, 		
;
confirmation of completion of motorcycle licence,
confirmations of completed volunteer work,
confirmations of work via student services,
certificates of participation in government and non-government or		
ganisations,
certificates of participation in various clubs, etc,
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